Commutability of blur and affine warping in super-resolution with application to joint estimation of triple-coupled variables.
This paper proposes a new approach to the image blind super-resolution (BSR) problem in the case of affine interframe motion. Although the tasks of image registration, blur identification, and high-resolution (HR) image reconstruction are coupled in the imaging process, when dealing with nonisometric interframe motion or without the exact knowledge of the blurring process, classic SR techniques generally have to tackle them (maybe in some combinations) separately. The main difficulty is that state-of-the-art deconvolution methods cannot be straightforwardly generalized to cope with the space-variant motion. We prove that the operators of affine warping and blur commute with some additional transforms and derive an equivalent form of the BSR observation model. Using this equivalent form, we develop an iterative algorithm to jointly estimate the triple-coupled variables, i.e., the motion parameters, blur kernels, and HR image. Experiments on synthetic and real-life images illustrate the performance of the proposed technique in modeling the space-variant degradation process and restoring local textures.